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Abstract: Energy efficiency is becoming increasingly important in the operation of networking infrastructure, especially in enterprise and data center networks. Networking devices today consume a non-trivial amount of energy and it has been shown that this energy consumption is largely independent of the load through the devices. Numerous studies have shown that data center network rarely operate at full utilization, leading to a number of proposals for creating servers that are energy proportional with respect to the computation that they are performing. In this paper, as servers themselves become more energy proportional, the data center network can become a significant fraction of cluster power. We propose several ways to customize an energy-aware data center network whose power consumption is more proportional to the amount of traffic it is moving. Specifically, our approach is to propose cross-layer design for data center network.
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Introduction

Energy efficiency has become crucial for all industries, including the information technology (IT) industry, as there is a strong motivation to lower capital and recurring costs. With the advent of the Cloud Computing model, large data centers are being built that consolidate processing and storage for a large number of services accessed over the Internet or enterprise networks. In such environments, the initial focus on energy efficiency has been on cooling and server power management [1]–[2] and significant advances have been made in these areas. Recent studies have shown that networking devices account for about 15% of a data center’s total energy consumption [3]. So far, scant attention has been paid to make networking in enterprise and data center networks more energy efficient. In this paper, we focus on energy savings algorithms for networking components in enterprise and data center networks that typically are under the control of a single administrative authority and thus making it possible to apply network-wide energy saving schemes.

Data centers have become popular computing infrastructure, because they achieve economies of scale with hundreds of thousands of servers, e.g. about 300,000 servers in Microsoft’s Chicago data center [4]. At the same time, the huge number of servers in data centers consume significant amounts of energy. It is estimated that national energy consumption by data centers in 2011 will be more than 100 billion kWh, representing a $7.4 billion annual electricity cost. As a result, energy efficiency of data centers has attracted wide attention in recent years, mostly focusing on servers and cooling systems [2].

Ideally for power-efficiency, devices should consume energy proportional to their load [5]. The majority of the network devices deployed today is far from being energy proportional and provides a very limited set of knobs to
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control their power consumption [6]. In this paper, we focus on how to achieve energy efficiency from these non-energy proportional devices. We propose several energy saving algorithms for efficient configuration and management of data center networks. We simulate the effects of these algorithms on Java Programming from an operational data center.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Servers</th>
<th>Cooling</th>
<th>Networking</th>
<th>Power Cond.</th>
<th>Lighting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Typical Data Center Power Breakdown [3]

To the best of our knowledge, existing DCN energy saving solutions consider only either the hosts or the network, but not both. In this paper, we study the joint host-network optimization problem to improve the energy efficiency of DCNs. The basic idea is to simultaneously consider VM placement and network flow routing, so as to create more energy saving opportunities. The simplest way to combine host and network based optimization is just to naively first determine the VM placement and then the flow routing. Unfortunately, the existing VM placement algorithm [7] is not practical, since it does not consider the bandwidth capacity constraints of links, assumes fixed VM memory sizes, and has high time complexity of $O(|V|^4)$, where V is the set of VMs.. While our overarching research goal is to ultimately influence the next generation of router/switch hardware to make them more energy-aware, we would also like to introduce energy awareness in the operation of a large legacy base of equipment currently deployed. Thus we attempt to implement our algorithms with existing control knobs that are readily available in networking devices in operation today.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss related works. In Section III, we present a brief concept of depth-first best-fit search based algorithm. In Section IV, we present simulation results. In Section V, we conclude the paper.

Related Works

In this section, we briefly review existing energy saving solutions for DCNs and more broadly wide area networks. Those solutions can be divided into two broad categories: network-side optimization and host-side optimization.

A. Network-Side Optimization In the first category, ElasticTree [8] is a DCN power manager to find the set of switches and links that can accommodate the traffic and consume the minimum power. In addition, ElasticTree also addresses the robustness issue so that the optimized network has sufficient safety margins to prepare for traffic surges and network failures. GreenTE [9] manipulates the routing paths of wide area networks, so that the least number of routers shall be used to satisfy the performance constraints such as traffic demands and packet delays. Energy conservation can be achieved by then shutting down the idle routers and links without traffic. [10] proposes a energy saving scheme for the idle cables in bundled links.

B. Host-Side Optimization In the host-side optimization category, one approach is to optimize VM placement using live migrations [11], which will help consolidate VMs into fewer physical servers and traffic flows into fewer links. [12] proposes a traffic-aware VM placement scheme that localizes large traffic chunks and thus reduces load of high layer switches. The scheme achieves energy conservation by shutting down idle servers and switches after the placement. [13] studies the VM consolidation problem in the context of dynamic bandwidth demands. The problem is formulated as a stochastic bin packing problem and proved as NP-hard. The paper then proposes an approximation algorithm, which uses fewer servers while still satisfies all the performance constraints. The second host-side optimization approach is to improve the energy proportionality on the server itself. PowerNap [14] is an energy saving scheme for servers to quickly switch between two states: a high-performance active state to transmit traffic, and an idle state with low power to save energy.
We analyse the power consumption based on T.Ye et al [15]. The switch fabric architecture is constructed hierarchically. A network switch consists of four main parts: 1) the ingress packet process unit, 2) the egress packet process unit, 3) the arbiter (determines when and where a packet should be routed from the ingress ports to the egress ports) and 4) the switch fabrics is an interconnect network that connects the ingress ports to the egress ports. Power dissipation on switch can be categorized into two main parts as shown in Figure 1. 1) Internal buffer consumption ($E_{\text{buf}} = E_{\text{access}} + E_{\text{ref}}$) - The internal buffers, used to temporarily store the packets in buffer when contention between packets occurs. The less number of packets stored in buffers, the less power consumed. 2) Node switch power consumption ($E_{\text{crossbar}} = E_{\text{NeN}} + E_{\text{abs}}$) - The internal node switches, located on the intermediate nodes between ingress and egress ports. They direct the packets from input ports to the next stage until reaching the destinations. The less number of packets sent, the less power used.

![Switch Architecture](image)

Figure 1. Switch Architecture [15]

**Algorithm**

It is easy to see that the joint host-network energy optimization problem is a variant of the multi-commodity problem [11], and can be formulated as a linear program. The optimization objective is to minimize the power consumption of all the servers, switches, and links in a DCN. Recent studies [12], [14], [16] indicate that power consumption of servers and switches in data centers can be roughly modeled as linear functions, which are suitable for linear programming. Even with non-linear power functions, various approximation techniques can help convert them to piece-wise linear ones as shown in Figure 2.
In this paper, we first formulate the problem, and give the definitions of feasibility and fairness. Since integer linear programming is NP-complete, the above formulation is not suitable for practical deployment, but it can still be an ultimate benchmark to evaluate other approximation solutions.

**Simulation results**

First, besides performance and cost, another major issue that arises in data center design is power consumption. The switches that make up the higher tiers of the interconnect in data centers typically consume thousands of Watts, and in a large-scale data center the power requirements of the interconnect can be hundreds of kilowatts. Almost equally important is the issue of heat dissipation from the switches. Enterprise-grade switches generate considerable amounts of heat and thus require dedicated cooling systems.

In this section we analyze the power requirements and heat dissipation in our architecture and compare it with other typical approaches. We base our analysis on numbers reported in the switch data sheets, though we acknowledge that these reported values are measured in different ways by different vendors and hence may not always reflect system characteristics in deployment.

To compare the power requirement for each class of switch, we normalize the total power consumption and heat dissipation by the switch over the total aggregate bandwidth that a switch can support in Gbps.
Finally, we also calculated the estimated total power consumption and heat dissipation for an interconnect that can support roughly 27k hosts. Figure 3 shows that while our architecture employs more individual switches, the power consumption and heat dissipation is superior to those incurred by current data center designs, with 56.6% less power consumption and 56.5% less heat dissipation. Of course, the actual power consumption and heat dissipation must be measured in deployment; we leave such a study to our ongoing work.

Conclusions

Energy efficiency has become a high priority objective in most IT operational environments. Networks (including data center and enterprise networks) constitute an important part of the IT infrastructure and consume significant amounts of energy. Relatively little attention has been paid to improving the energy efficiency of networks thus far. Towards this end, in this paper, we make several contributions - (1) We propose a unified representation method to convert the virtual machine placement problem to a routing problem (2) We perform a parallelizing approach divides DCN into clusters and processes the clusters in parallel for fast completion (3) We quantify a fast topology oriented mutipath routing algorithm that can quickly find paths by using depth-first best-fit search based algorithm and (4) The simulation results show that our design is superior over existing host- or network-only optimization, and well approximates the ideal linear program. A more intelligent traffic routing using our algorithm scheme also yields significant network energy savings. We also incorporate service level awareness in our algorithms and show how network performance and redundancy can be traded off for energy savings. Our future work entails building a network power manager based on our findings and deploying it in a production network.
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